Empowering Physicians.
Moving Medicine.
Shaping Care.

Arizona Medical Association

ArMA is your advocate, your asset, and your ally; Together, we’ll navigate the turbulence of healthcare, so you can deliver the best possible patient care and rediscover the joy of medicine. Join us to drive change, boost your career, and create meaningful connections.

ArMA Has Something for Every Member

Advocacy — access to the latest insider information and exclusive opportunities to get involved with physician and patient advocacy

Education — receive exclusive invites and special pricing on continuing medical education

Community — make lasting connections during member-exclusive events

Professional Development — boost your career with tailored trainings, courses, and ArMA’s Career Center

Leadership — impact the field of medicine through volunteer leadership positions, intensive workshops, and on-demand resources

Cost Savings — enjoy top-tier discounts on medical and office supplies, travel programs, and more

We’re Your Champion at the Capitol and Beyond

Our full-time government relations team spends more than 5,000 hours each year advocating for your best interests. As the largest medical professional association in the state, ArMA not only raises up the physician voice; we also bring authority, credibility, and influence to the legislative and regulatory arenas. We’re the largest entity advocating for all Arizona physicians and their patients. We are the House of Medicine.

Stay in Touch With ArMA

ArMA provides quarterly, weekly, and breaking updates to its members.

Scan to Stay Connected

Contact Information:
Membership Department | membership@AZmed.org | 2401 W. Peoria Ave, Suite 315, Phoenix, Arizona 85029 | 602-347-6900 | www.AZmed.org